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Abstract—This paper presents a Semantic Knowledge Base
that can be adopted as an information resource for autonomous
cognitive robots performing manipulation tasks. Robots can
use this database to save and share descriptions of learned
tasks, detected objects, and explored environments. The Semantic
Knowledge Base becomes: I) a data store for efficient and reliable
execution of repeated tasks; II) a web-based repository for
information exchange among robots.
Compared to existing work the database does not only store
the 3D CAD model of each object, it stores also its function
and 3D geometric shape. A set of suitable manipulation poses
is generated and stored according to the shape and the type
of gripper. In this way, manipulation can be performed also on
objects seen for the first time or for which only an incomplete
3D CAD model exists.
In this paper, we describe the ontology and the language
adopted to define the knowledge base and to query it, together
with the novel approach employed to solve the data sets interlinking problem related to the rescue and recovery of duplicate
data. A sense-model-act framework is implemented to test the
manipulation of an object which shape is in the database.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
One of today’s robotics challenges is to improve robots’
versatility: robots should be able to perceive and independently, safely and timely adapt to the constantly changing
surroundings. The other challenge is to enhance efficiency: in
order to intelligently act, robots should be able to learn from
past experiences, errors, and actions performed by other agents
(either humans or robots). These capabilities cannot arise from
precompiled software routines. Robots must be able to reason
like humans. For this purpose, a significant research program
exists and is known under the name of cognitive robotics.
Over the years, cognitive robotics has been well investigated
with regard to social robots. An example is the humanoid robot
platform iCub [1]. With the advent of Industrie 4.0 [2], the
field begins to be investigated by the industrial community.
Smart Factories should be populated by manipulator robots
able to flexibly adapt to constantly changing line configurations. A safe and productive human-robot interaction should

be adopted in presence of ambiguous situations and tight
workspaces. Robots can collaborate with humans or they can
learn from humans, e.g., through a Learning From Demonstration framework similar to the one implemented in [3].
Moreover, multi-robots cooperative systems should speed up
and improve the way to operate. A team of robots, in fact, can
subdivide tasks according to their abilities, as suggested in the
ontology proposed in [4].
This paper presents a Semantic Knowledge Base that can be
adopted as an information resource for autonomous cognitive
robots performing manipulation tasks. Robots that have learnt
how to manipulate an object (e.g., exploring the workspace,
observing a human demonstration or the actions performed
by another robot), can save the acquired information in this
base and share it with other robots. The purpose is not to
formulate a cognitivist precoded symbolic representation of
the workspace, but to create a knowledge base able to improve
the co-determination of emergent systems.
Traditional cognitive modeling approaches involve symbolic
coding schemes as a means for depicting the world. This
symbolic representation originates a designer-dependent action
domain [5] that is successful if the system acts under the
conditions specified by descriptors; otherwise, a semantic
gap [6] between perception and possible interpretation follows
and must be bridged implementing ad-hoc frameworks [7].
Codetermination is the solution. It means that the agent
constructs its reality (its world) as a result of its operations
in the world: intelligently acting is functionally-dependent on
the interaction between perception and cognition.
Focusing on manipulation, the robot should be able to
perceive and explore the surrounding workspace, e.g. combining vision sensors with navigation capabilities, in order
to detect objects to be manipulated, obstacles to be avoided,
or actions performed by human teachers; it has to compute
or learn the path that allows the manipulation of objects
without collision; it has to learn how to approach the object
(e.g., the grasp pose and grasp force), e.g. combining a trialand-error reinforcement learning with a matching phase that
compares the achieved results with the desired ones. It should

be able to store descriptions of learned tasks, detected objects,
and explored environments creating a knowledge base that
facilitates the replication of actions by the same robot or
by different robots with the same assignment. Creating a
Knowledge Base that can be adopted as information resource
become fundamental to create intelligent cognitive robots.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II gives
an overview of existing work on using a Semantic Knowledge
Base, and our general approach to its design. Section III
describes in details our implementation with regards to its
instances, the language used to define and query it, and
the interlink algorithm adopted to avoid replicas. Section IV
describes the experiment set up to prove the good functioning
of the system. Section V contains conclusions and future work.
Authors discuss about how the adoption of this system can face
robotics challenges such as knowledge acquisition, learning
from previous tasks, and dissemination of knowledge to other
robots.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Many existing works aim to define and populate a robotics
knowledge base. The Semantic Object Maps (SOMs) of Rusu
at al. [8], its extended version (SOM+ s) presented by Pangercic
at al. [9], the Columbia Grasp dataset [10], the MIT KIT
object dataset [11], and the Willow Garage Household Objects
Database [12] are available on line. KnowRob [13], the knowledge base of RoboEarth [14], is the most widespread. The
Semantic Object Maps only stores information about objects
in the environment, including 3D CAD models of objects,
their position and orientation, their appearance, and function.
The others also give information about grasp poses and can
be used to evaluate different aspects of grasping algorithms,
including grasp stability [15], robust grasping [16] and scene
understanding [17]. The Household object database is a simple
SQL database. All other approaches aim to make robots
autonomous and able to store and share data without human
intervention. Hence, as stated in [18] for the RoboEarth language, information is represented in a machine-understandable
format, the same format required by the Semantic Web [19],
in which computers exchange information between each other.
The meaning of the content needs to be represented explicitly
in terms of separating logical axioms that a computer can
understand. These logical axioms need to be well-defined, for
example in an ontology.
Similar to RoboEarth, our Semantic Knowledge Base is
defined by an ontology and provides an interface to the opensource Robot Operating System (ROS) [20] that guarantees
its reusability. The Base defines a semantic representation
language for actions, objects, and environment. It contains
3D models of objects and their functions, but these models
are not essential to manipulate the queried objects. Existing
databases stores objects as triangular meshes. Stored items
are of high quality, but object creation required either a lot
of manual work or expensive scanning equipment. In order
to save time and money, RoboEarth models objects as 3D
colored point clouds. [21]. Anyway, each object model still

consists of several recordings from different points of view.
In a real world scenario I) it is difficult to reconstruct the 3D
model of an object seen for the first time II) manipulation
can be performed independet of the 3D model of the object.
For these reasons, without loss of information, the proposed
database models objects as a set of basic 3D geometric shapes,
such as Sphere, Cylinder, Cube, Cone, and etc. Manipulation
configurations are generated according to these shapes. In this
way, it is possible to manipulate known objects (objects which
3D model is saved in the Cloud), objects according to their
functions (objects which functon is saved in the Cloud), novel
objects (objects which shape is saved in the Cloud).
The knowledge base can be used either by service robots or
industrial manipulators, either by autonomous robots exploring
their surrounding or robots learning from demonstrations of
other agents (either human or robotic).
Instances of the ontological database are interlinked through
a novel interlinking algorithm [22]. As stated in [23], large
datasets collected from distributed sources are often dirty with
erroneous, duplicated, or corrupted data. The adopted interlinking algorithm finds the interlink pattern of two data sets
applying two machine learning methods, the K-medoids [24]
and the Version Space [25]. This algorithm largely reduces
the computation of comparing instances with respect to the
commonly used manually interlinking.
III. T HE S EMANTIC K NOWLEDGE BASE
The implemented Semantic Knowledge Base contains descriptions of manipulation actions (grasp, push, place), objects (3D models and shapes), and environments (trajectories
already performed). A single database encodes the information
and collects the data provided by different robots with different
sensing and gripping capabilities. The robot can query the
knowledge base to retrieve known information or it can save
new information and share it with other robots. To improve
re-usability, the knowledge base is fully integrated into ROS.
The database and the ontology are accessible via the Web and
can easily be extended by users (see Figure 1).
A. Classes and instances
Let a robot, equipped with a gripper and a vision system,
stand in the scene (real or simulated environment). The
database encodes the scene as follows.
• Automaton: stores automata models. Every automaton
is composed of a tuple <Robot, Gripper, Sensor>.
The system has a self-model consisting of an XML file
describing its kinematic structure, and a semantic model
describing the meaning of the system’s parts (e.g., robot,
gripper, vision sensor). The Universal Robot Description
File (URDF) format is used to represent the kinematic
model, and the Semantic Robot Description Language
(SRDL) [26] is used to describe every component and
its capabilities, matching them against the requirements
specified for the action space;
• Robot: models some robots (robot joints and limits);

Gripper: models some robotics end-effectors. It contains
information about gripper joints and their limits. The
authors distinguish the Robot class from the Gripper one
because a user can attached a single gripper to different
types of robotic arms. The same is true in reverse. The
combination of an arm (instance of Robot) and a gripper
(instance of Gripper) forms an instance of Automation.
If a robot incorporates a gripper, e.g., the humanoid
Aldebaran NAO1 , then the instance NAO of the class
Robot will not be linked to any instance of Gripper.
In this case, Automation will consist only of Robot;
• Sensor: models some robotics sensors. E.g., the Kinect
vision sensor [27].
Every automaton in the scene can map its workspace and
construct a 2D or 3D map of its surrounding. The map includes
the trajectories performed.
• Path: contains Cartesian pose points sampled by a motion
planning algorithm to lead a robot, or its end-effector,
from a start to an end configuration.
Also the description of encountered objects is available.
• Object: describes 3D object surface models. It contains
the list of object’s meshes. Every object has a function
(e.g., drink) and a pose [x, y, z]. It is connected to its
shape. Every object is associated with a shape, but a shape
could be correlated with no item. This feature guarantees
the chance to model unknown objects;
• Sphere: represents spheres. It contains elements such as
the radius of the sphere;
• Cylinder: represents cylinders (radius, height);
• Cube: represents cubes (side);
• Parallelepiped: represents parallelepipeds (height, width,
depth).
Currently, detected objects are mapped only into the four
above-mentioned 3D basic shapes (Sphere, Cylinder, Cube,

Parallelepiped). If a computed shape does not perfectly match
with its corresponding object, the manipulation task will still
end well thanks to the application of an Effect Evaluator which
will refine the poses of the end-effector (see Section IV).
Please note that the database is available on-line and can be
extended by users.
This information allows robots to efficiently manipulate
already manipulated objects or navigate already navigated environments. In detail, a task is assigned. It asks the automaton
for the fulfillment of a manipulation action on an object.
The knowledge base provides support to execute commands
like ‘Grasp a cup!’, ‘Grasp something suitable for drinking!’,
‘Grasp the object at pose [x, y, z]!’, that means to manipulate
a known object, an object for which the function is known,
a novel object. The first query needs a 3D description of
the object and its recognition, the second one requires an
ontology linking objects with their function, the last one
involves the detection of new objects and a way to represent
the retrieved information into the dataset. The best way we
found is associating the object with its shape and generating
the manipulation action according to this shape.
• Task: Contains the list of tasks. Every instance models
the action to be performed and the object to be manipulated. Information about the initial and final pose of the
object are included, together with the time limit under
which the action must be completed. For every task, its
outcome is reported as a string (completed, error, running,
to run) describing the final state of the manipulation.
Studies have demonstrated that: I) placing the arm at a
certain distance in front of the object before acting improves
actions; II) humans typically simplify the manipulation task
by selecting only one among different prehensile postures
based on the object geometry [28]. Following this approach,
the MoveIt! Simple Grasps tool2 implemented by Dave T.
Coleman provides the following instances:
• Grasp: contains the safety distance to be kept during the
pre-grasp phase and the grasp poses [x, y, z, roll, pitch,
yaw] of the gripper;
• Grasp data: contains the joints configuration that the
gripper has to maintain during the pre-grasp and grasp
phases.
We extended the MoveIt! Simple Grasps tool and our implementation provides the Grasp and Grasp data instances,
and besides, the following istances:
• Push: as Grasp;
• Push data: as Grasp data but with different joints
configurations;
• Place: contains the place poses [x, y, z, roll, pitch, yaw]
of the gripper and the distance that the gripper has to
mantain after the place;
• Place data: contains the gripper’s joints configurations.
The grasp configuration becomes the place one and the
pre-grasp configuration becomes the post-place one.

1 Aldebaran
NAO
robot/nao-robot

2 MoveIt! Simple Grasps tool: https://github.com/davetcoleman/moveit simple grasps

Fig. 1. The Semantic Knowledge Base

•

robot:

https://www.aldebaran.com/en/humanoid-

The actual organization of the knowledge base allows the definition of an actions’ hierarchy that is able to generate complex
actions by composing simple actions. Examples follow:
• Put: Grasp ∩ Place.
B. The ontology
As in [4], we first have to choose the appropriate Semantic
Web language to describe the information provided by the
database. We compared Extensible Markup Language (XML)3 ,
Resource Description Format (RDF)4 and Web Ontology Language (OWL)5 . XML lets the definition of a format, it is
verbose and data exchange requires a set of basic rules to
allow different systems to communicate and understand each
other. RDF is used to define a model and it does not need
to be redefined when new knowledge should be stated: its
schema stays the same. If we want to define an ontology,
we do not have to define a message format. We have to
define a knowledge representation, naming and defining the
types, properties, and interrelationships of the entities of a
particular domain [29]. For this reason, we selected the union
of RDF and OWL, namely OWL Full. RDF is used to define
the structure of the data, OWL adds semantics to the schema
and allows the user to specify relationships among the data.
OWL Full allows an ontology to augment the meaning of
the pre-defined RDF vocabulary guaranteeing the maximum
expressiveness of OWL and the syntactic freedom of RDF.
Indeed, OWL is adopted by the Word Wide Web Consortium
(W3C)6 and it is the representation language used by the
IEEE Robotics and Automation Society (RAS)’s Ontologies
for Robotics and Automation (ORA) Working Group [30],
[31], [32].
The ontology describes the relationship between the defined
classes and their attributes. For example, for each entity of the
class Object it defines the properties shape and function. It
associates the shapes to the suitable manipulation actions, the
type of gripper and the type of robot.
C. Queries
Queries allow robots to investigate the knowledge base and
retrieve existing data. A robot able to query the database has
the capability to efficiently and intelligently perform tasks. In
our case, a Python interface lets ROS users query the Semantic
Knowledge Base using SPARQL7 .
D. The interlinking algorithm
In order to populate the knowledge base as much as
possible, we interlinked instances of the proposed knowledge
base with the ones of the Household Objects Database [12]
provided by Willow Garage to the ROS community. Willow
Garage created this database to provide, for each 3D surface
3 Extensible

Markup Language (XML): http://www.w3.org/XML/
Description Format (RDF): http://www.w3.org/RDF
5 Web Ontology Language (OWL): http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/wiki/OWL
6 Word Wide Web Consortium (W3C): http://www.w3c.com/
7 Simple
Protocol
and
RDF
Query
Language
(SPARQL):
http://www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-query
4 Resource

model of the objects in the database, a large number of grasp
points that are specific to a PR2 robot and its gripper.
In the considered sets, there can be instances that describe
the same resource in the world. By interlinking these two
instances, the two sets can be treated as one.
Interlinking can be done manually, if there are not many
instances being created. Otherwise, an algorithm should be
applied to automate the interlinking process. In [22] the
interlink pattern of two data sets is found out applying two
machine learning methods, the K-medoids and the Version
Space. Although interlinking algorithms require interactions
with users for the sake of the interlinking precision, computations of comparing instances are largely reduced than manually
interlinking.
Algorithm 1 aims to interlink instances across two data
sets D and D’. The algorithm first computes property/relation
correspondences across two data sets (line 5). Then, instances
property values are compared by referring to the correspondences (line 10). A similarity value v is generated upon all
similarities of property values (line 11). If such a similarity
is equal to or larger than a predefined threshold T, the two
compared instances can be used to build a link with the relation
owl:sameAs (line 12-14).
Algorithm 1 Interlinking Instances across Data Sets
Input: Two Data Sets
Output: Links accross Data Sets
1: The data set D, D’; /*two data sets to be interlinked*/
2: Similarity threshold T
3: for Each property/relation in the data set D do
4:
for Each property/relation in the data set D’ do
5:
Match properties/relations that are corresponding to each other and store as
the alignment A
6:
end for
7: end for
8: for Each instance in the data set D do
9:
for Each instance in the data set D’ do
10:
Compare instances’ property values according to the correspondences of the
alignment A;
11:
Aggregate all similarities between property values as a similarity value v
12:
if v >= T then
13:
The two compared instances are interlinked with owl:sameAs.
14:
end if
15:
end for
16: end for

IV. E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS
In order to prove the improvement introduced by the Semantic Knowledge Base, we implemented a sense-model-act
framework.
A. Sense
A vision sensor acquires world data. We selected a Microsoft Kinect. RGBD images of the environment are converted into 3D point clouds and segmented into individual
graspable objects using the ROS Tabletop segmentation tool8
developed by Marius Muja.
1) Shape Detector: Each segmented object is represented
by a point cloud. We use raw clouds and the input coordinates
to extract the object and compute its shape.
8 Tabletop

Object Detector: http://www.ros.org/wiki/tabletop object detector

2) Object Recognizer: The tool allows robots to recognize
objects. The tool is based on the ROS Tabletop segmentation
tool. From the point cloud of an object, the tool extracts its
meshes. Matching new objects meshes with existing ones,
objects are recognized. The tool adds knowledge to the data
set but it is not essential to solve manipulation tasks.
B. Model
1) Semantic Knowledge Base: After the environment mapping, the robot accesses the Semantic Knowledge Base to find
a match between the segmented objects and the objects saved
in the database. If the match exceeds a certain threshold, then
the object is assumed to be recognized (if its 3D model exists)
or detected (if only the shape is known). If (at least) the shape,
the assigned action, and the gripper joints configuration are
retrieved from the base, then a plan is generated containing
the kinematics information required for the system to pass
from the initial to the goal configuration.
2) Action Generator: If no information about the object,
action, and joints configurations is stored in the database, then
new data are generated. The framework extends the MoveIt!
Simple Grasps tool to generate all possible grasp/push/place
poses. Given the desired safety distance, the generator aligns
the hand with the object principal axes and tries to manipulate
the object around its center of mass starting from either the
top or from the side of the object. It generates a list of
possible poses of a gripper relative to the object, stores data
in the Semantic Knowledge Base, and shares them among the
robotics community.
3) Motion Planner: The planner adopts MoveIt! and the
Kinodynamic Planning by Interior-Exterior Cell Exploration
(KPIECE) [33] planner from the Open Motion Planning
Library (OMPL) [34] library to compute a collision free
path for manipulating the object. It chooses, from the set
of generated actions, the first behavior that is kinematically
feasible and collision-free and generates the plan. The collision
check is performed on the 3D collision map created from the
Kinect point cloud and takes into account collisions with the
environment, joint limits and self collisions of the robot’s arm.
Any object manipulated by the robot is included in the robot
model, in order to avoid collisions between the object and the
rest of the environment during transport.
C. Act
1) Robot Controller: It activates the simulated/real engines
that drive the robot.
2) Effect Evaluator: If we reason about arbitrary shapes,
collisions or detachments can be induced by pre-selecting
the manipulation configuration. To overcome the problem, the
Action Generator generates the gripper’s joints configuration
required to perform the task. The Motion Planner plans
movements. The Robot Controller actives robot motors and
moves the robotic system along the planned path. During the
execution of the task, failures may occur. The Effect Evaluator
uses the information acquired by sensors to compare the
system final state with the expected one. In case of mismatch,

Fig. 2. The first experiment: the system compute the first pose and correct
it until the achievement of the result

Fig. 3. The second experiment: the system retrive the information from the
Cloud

a learning module starts a trial and error routine that corrects
the joints configuration and generates a new configuration. The
configuration that allows the task achievement overwrites the
existing one in the Semantic Knowledge Base.
D. Results
We validated the framework by performing experiments
on a Comau Smart5Six robot equipped with a Schunk SDH
gripper. Gazebo [35] was used as a simulated environment. In
simulation, the robot has to grasp a parallelepiped.
During the first attempt, the system has no prior knowledge
about the object. Manipulation data must be computed. The
robot approaches the object and fails when trying to attempt
the action. The trial-and-error approach allows the robot to
manipulate the object (see Figure 2).
During the second attempt, the object is known and the
Semantic Knowledge Base stores its manipulation data. The
robot is able to manipulate the object on the first try (see
Figure 3).
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
As stated in [36], “Knowledge processing is an essential
resource for autonomous robots that perform complex tasks in
dynamic environments. Robots need advanced reasoning capabilities to infer the control decisions required for competently
performing complex tasks like manipulation. Their knowledge
processing system has to provide them with common-sense
knowledge, with the ability to reason about observation of the
environment, and with methods for learning and adapting over
time”. In this paper, from the study of humans actions when
handling objects, an abstraction of the manipulation domain
was formulated and encoded into an OWL ontology. A Semantic Knowledge Base was created to collect data representing
the domain. We proved our approach by building a ROS
framework able to associate manipulation actions to objects’
shapes. Linking actions to shapes instead of objects’ 3D CAD
models increases the framework’s reusability and guarantees
its functioning when dealing with unknown objects. Tests were

performed in simulation and required the manipulation of I) a
novel object II) the same object located in the Cloud.
As future work, the authors aim to extend the type of
encoded actions storing not only translational pushes but also
rotational ones. This implies the possibility to accomplish
complex movements such as opening or closing doors. In fact,
if a robot has to open a door, it will grasp the handle and
perform a rotation. Moreover, while the model and act modules
are well understood, we are actively working to fully define
the sense module and to prove its well-functioning. We aim to
improve also the Effect evaluator and to provide proofs of its
well-functioning using other robots and grippers. The authors
are performing tests in simple manipulation tasks on a real
Comau Smart5Six robot.
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